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About Staffing Robot  
We’re a team of creatives, designers, strategists and web developers with vast 
experience in the staffing and recruiting industry. Located in Portland, Oregon, we work 
with staffing and recruiting companies of all types and sizes, nationwide. We create new 
brands, websites, mobile sites, videos and marketing strategies that get attention. We 
don’t follow a process. We view each client as a unique opportunity to develop custom 
solutions and strategies that produce real results. We’re not interested in being one of 
your vendors. We’re interested in being your partner. We seek innovative clients. We're 
ready to start today. Interested? www.staffingrobot.com 866-991-1849. 
 
Interview conducted by: Lynn Fosse, Senior Editor, CEOCFO Magazine 
 
CEOCFO: Mr. Lander, what is the concept of Staffing Robot? 
Mr. Lander: We deliver branding website design, web development and marketing 
services, specifically to companies in the staffing and recruiting industry.  
 
CEOCFO: What are some of the challenges in that industry that might be a bit 
different than others? 

Mr. Lander: I think part of it is there are many people that need jobs, there are many people looking to hire talent and 
staffing companies play a great bridge in matching those needs and those candidates. The methods for doing it have 
changed a lot over the last decade, specifically with technology, moving to the web and moving to mobile devices. There 
has been a lack of understanding how to do that; how to recruit talent on the web and what tools are the most effective. 
By giving those solutions to help with that, we have been able to solve a great deal of that need. 
 
CEOCFO: What are some of the basics that you understand that perhaps others do not? 
Mr. Lander: I think it is just basic use of the web and understanding everything from search engine optimization to social 
media marketing, how to use those tools for recruiting talent, building your brand, getting in front of new clients and then 
also how to build technology that is modern and current for the web, especially for mobile devices. I think that knowledge 
is very useful in the space. 
 
CEOCFO: Are there particular types of companies or stages of growth in the company when they are likely to 
turn to you? 
Mr. Lander: We work with all kinds of companies. The staffing industry itself is 140 billion dollar industry and it is made up 
of everything from start-ups and small companies to multibillion dollar publically traded corporations and it services niches 
from healthcare to IT, to hospitality, to light industrial and clerical work. We run the spectrum and our clients fit almost 
every niche and size. We work with companies all across the nation. 
 
CEOCFO: When the company turns to you, what are you called on to do most? 
Mr. Lander: Some companies come to us with very specific problems they want us to solve. Most companies come to us 
with some kind of big challenge a recruiting challenge, or client acquisition challenge, or just a technical challenge. They 
typically present a problem to us and ask us for an assessment. That is actually the fun part of our job where we can sit 
down, get creative and come up with a solution to present back to them. 
 
CEOCFO: Would you walk through us a common engagement and something a little more outside the box so we 
can get a feel for your range? 
Mr. Lander: A pretty common engagement for us is someone who will come to us who built their company in the 80s’ or 
even the 90s’ and they just want a refresh. They want to refresh their brand, their messaging, their overall image that they 
present to the world and they need newer, lighter, more modern technologies to be utilized on the web. We will do 
everything in that case from branding, to new websites, to mobile websites, messaging, positioning and then turning it all 
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into a marketing machine, whereby we help them recruit candidates or obtain new clients through social media marketing 
efforts, SEO or pay per play.  
 

CEOCFO: How do you reach potential clients? 
Mr. Lander: We practice what we preach, meaning that I would say 70-80 percent of our customers come to us from our 
online activities. We distribute tons of content relevant, useful and interesting to companies in the industry through our 
blog and through social media channels. The majority of our clients come back to us by simply by finding us online. Our 
next biggest way of reaching clients is through trade shows and speaking engagements. The third way is through referrals 
and word of mouth. 
 
CEOCFO: When you are speaking with prospective clients, is there a typical aha moment when they understand 
the difference? How do they know you have the solutions or are capable of coming up with them? 
Mr. Lander: When they do have an aha moment, it is usually when we show them our work. There are a couple other 
companies we compete with in the industry but they are more template driven and we approach everything creatively from 
scratch. Often times when a staffing or recruiting company comes to us, they will have some preconceived notion as to 
what a website looks like and what it should do. Usually when we give them a demonstration and showcase some of our 
work, and show them what a website can look like and what it can do for them, that is usually when that aha moment 
happens. 

 
CEOCFO: What is the key to keeping it fresh if you are dealing with twenty nurse staffing companies? How do 
you make it unique for everyone but still the best possible result? 
Mr. Lander: The main thing we do is being sure to not just focus on staffing and recruiting. An even more relevant part is 
that we keep current on designs and technology trends. We send our development team, design team and marketing 
teams to conferences throughout the year. They are the best conferences, at least from our perspective, to send those 
types of creative people too. They do it several times a year and they come back refreshed new ideas, new ways of 
present information. It is actually a very expensive thing to do from a business perspective. An easier and less costly thing 
to do is to pick a platform, pick a design style or a template and just run with that and stay in that path. But these days with 
technology and marketing changing so quickly and constantly, you could actually die pretty fast because you just won’t 
stay relevant. By constantly investing in all these new methods of tech and marketing creativity, I think that helps keep our 
team fresh and keeps our brand fresh too. 
 
CEOCFO: Are there industries where you do not have the presence you would like or where you see more 
opportunity than others? 
Mr. Lander: Yeah! The new thing we are doing now is we have started to work with companies that are not staffing or 
recruiting companies. They are actually just large employers that employ so many people, they kind of operate like a 
staffing and recruiting company in the sense that they need to build career sites and distribute these jobs and these 
recruiting methods they same way a staffing company would do. Just recently, we have been able to identify companies 
either directly or through some of our staffing company partners where we can deliver this work outside for the industry. 
 
CEOCFO: How do you keep up with the technology and with the trends? 
Mr. Lander: If my creative team had their druthers, we would change our platform every month. We try to keep it stable 
for as long as it is relevant. We read blogs, we all follow designers and developers and marketing people we know and 
trust, big key players in those spaces. And going to conferences and workshops, and staying on top of it all keeps us 
fresh. 
 
CEOCFO: What has surprised you as the business has grown and developed? 
Mr. Lander: How fast it has changed and how you have to force yourself to keep up in order the stay relevant. My last 
company was a software company. We made a single piece of software and what I didn’t realize was over the course of a 
decade, with the technology, we had become very, very stale. It was no longer innovative or interesting and in order to 
change it to become so, we would actually have to start all over. That was very eye opening for me. Now, because every 
solution we deliver is custom, we can stay relevant and we can stay cutting edge that way. I was not expecting that when 
we started the company. 
 

CEOCFO: What is next for Staffing Robot? 
Mr. Lander: I think our team will have a little more growth and we will keep expanding into different niches of staffing and 
large employment companies. We are also expanding our product offerings significantly and adding new things to our 
existing ones all the time. I think there is a ton of interesting stuff we have coming up really soon. 

“Our entire brand is built on being creative, so to be able to give that to point of view to our 
clients so they too can distinguish themselves from their competition and position 
themselves properly for new clients, is a great feeling.” - Jason Lander 
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CEOCFO: How do you stay focused when you are looking to move into new areas? How do you take advantage 
of the opportunities without diluting what you are doing? 
Mr. Lander: Discipline. Meaning just a few years ago I was still what I would call “chasing squirrels.” Every time a new 
opportunity showed up, I thought that was the new hot thing to go after, but that is costly and very dangerous. You have to 
measure each new opportunity vs. the one we are currently pursuing. We found that you can pursue multiple opportunities 
but maybe only two, three, maybe even four. It depends on how big those opportunities are and what you are currently 
working on. We always look at it as a champion and a challenger. This means that if we have these three products or 
services we are focused on, and a new opportunity comes up, we weigh it and analyze it against what we are currently 
doing. We look to see if any of these three seem weaker or we should try, or even when to cut something off. Learning to 
know when to stop something and chase something else is actually as valuable as just sticking your guns. 
 
CEOCFO: Put it all together for your readers. Why pay attention to staffing Robot? 
Mr. Lander: We do things differently. We are creative. There are many companies out there that can deliver similar 
services or products to what we do, but we approach it from a sense of creativity, simplicity and purpose. Our entire brand 
is built on being creative, so to be able to give that to point of view to our clients so they too can distinguish themselves 
from their competition and position themselves properly for new clients, is a great feeling. That is our number one goal 
and the reason most clients come to us. 
 

 
BIO: I enjoy solving problems and creating better experiences for brands, and their customers. I love helping ideas 
become realities and using the web to create solutions that solve a business or social need. I mostly do these things 
through my company Staffing Robot. 
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Staffing Robot 
420 SW Washington Street, Suite 

500 
Portland, OR 97204 

866.991.1849 
www.staffingrobot.com 


